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ABSTRACT 

We study the possibility that vector-boson self-couplings may differ from their 

Standard Model values. We find that known constraints from loop-effects and 

from unitarity already imply that such deviations are of order 10~2 or less. Con

sequently, even if the correct model differs from the Standard Model and even if 

the energy scale of new physics is as low as 1 TeV, a direct observation of anoma

lous couplings is very improbable in the LEP-200 and Tevatron experiments. 
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In the near future, trilinear vector-boson self-couplings will be directly mea

sured. Within the Standard Model (SM), electroweak interactions depend on 

only itoo independent couplings. As a and sin far have already been experi

mentally measured, all other electroweak couplings are determined by the gauge 

relations within the SM. Thus, we have a full prediction for all vector-boson 

self-interactions (VBSI) measurements. 

Deviations from the SM predictions for VBSI are possible only within models 

where electroweak interactions do not correspond to a local SU(2)L ® U(\)y 

symmetry. Low-energy effective models with only §loMSU(2) symmetry [1 - 2] 

incorporating the W- Dominance assumption [3—5] reproduce the SM predictions 

when A, the scale of new physics, is taken to be arbitrarily large. However, as 

we lower the scale A, larger and larger deviations from the SM predictions are 

expected. 

Indirect measurements (namely, loop effects) of anomalous VBSI [6 — 7], as 

well as the feasibility of a direct observation in near future experiments (where 

VBSI play a role at the tree level) [8 — 10], have both been thoroughly studied 

in recent years. In this paper we re-examine present constraints on VBSI from 

indirect measurements. We show that in any reasonable theoretical framework, 

we are led to the conclusion that, even if the correct model differs from the SM, a 

direct observation of anomalous couplings is very improbable in the next decade 

or so. 

.1. EXPERIMENTAL PREDICTIONS OF LOCAL SU(2)i ® U(l)y 

The SM description of electroweak interactions is based on a local SU(2) ® 

17(1) symmetry, spontaneously broken by a Higp mechanism into U(\)EM- The 

existence of a Higgs sector has not yet been experimentally confinned and no 

VBSI have been measured. However, all existing experimental data are consistent 

with the SM predictions. In particular, we note the following facts which should 

be accounted for by any model: 
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a. The (V — A) mature of weak interaction* is explained by a global SU(2)L 

symmetry. The W-boeon is a triplet, while left-handed and right-handed 

fermions are doublets and singlets of SU{2) respectively. Consequently, the 

interaction is of the form 

Lfw=gaifL'rllr.Wf[i (1) 

where f[a is a left-handed interaction-eigenstate of flavor a. 

b. Universality is a result of the local nature of the symmetry which gives 

So* = giah (2) 

where g does not depend on {a, b). 

c. Absence of flivor-changing neutral-currents (FCNC). Within the SM, the 

Z-boson couples to the fermionic current 

J2 = e ^ j 3 " - 8 i n 2 ( ? H ' J ^ (3) 

where J3* = £ a fla"t'iTzf1
La and J£M is the electromagnetic current. The 

current J£ is thus a combination of two neutral currents corresponding to 

local symmetries. As each of the currents is diagonal in flavor space (see 

eq. (2)), so is J$. 

d. The p=l relation, 

is a prediction of the SM (at tree level), if we impose a custodial SU{2) 

global symmetry (which is different from the SU(2)L symmetry). This 

additional symmetry guarantees that (W3\ M \W3) = (W^M |W±). 

All the SM predictions (a) — (d) are consistent with the experimental data at 

the present level of accuracy. Thus, experiment supports the theoretical ingredi

ents of the SM. 
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.2. GLOBAL 5(7(2) AND W-DOMINANCE. 

The experimental situation still allows models other than the SM, which give 

deviations from the SM predictions within experimental errors. Indeed, there 

exists such a framework, based on global SU(2) symmetry broke* by electromag-

netism only, and the W-dominance approximation. In such a framework the 

existence of a Higgs sector is not necessary. It is apriori only a low-energy effec

tive theory, and there should be some new physics at a high energy scale A. 

The kinetic and mass terms for the photon and the IV-triplet are [2] 

Lki„ = -\W" ~ \w*> • W" - M$rW» • W - ^f^W3"" (5) 

where a,, is the primordial photon field, /,,„ = dpdj, — 3„aM, and Wp is vector-
boson triplet (not a gauge boson), W^v = dHWv - dvW„. Diagonalizing Lt%n 

gives the physical photon and Z-boson: 

A„ =a„ + AW? 

Z„ =y/T^T? W3 

The interactions between vector-bosons and fermions are given by 

Ljt^-emtJfo-iW, J" (7) 

We now show how the predictions (a)—(d) of the previous section are reproduced. 

a. The (V - A) nature of weak interactions: As we have 5(7(2) invariance, 
JM in eq. (7) should be in the triplet representation of 5(7(2), and we 
reproduce eq. (1). 
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b. Universality is a result of W-dominance: 

Xgat = eSat = * g,t = (jj 6*t (8) 

With g = | we reproduce eq. (2). We are also led to identify 

A = sin 0iy. (9) 

c. Absence of FCNC is a result of W-dominance (eq. (8)) together with the 

form of J£: 

e ^ = I7t=5 ( , / 3 ' ,"A V^' ) do) 
With the identification (9) we reproduce eq. (3). 

d. The p = 1 relation: The global 5(7(2) plays the role of the custodial sym

metry. With mixing, we get 

Ml = 5 * ^ (11) 

With eqs. (9) and (11) we reproduce eq. (4). 

To conclude: In any model where the weak interactions are not gauge interac

tions, one should find some other principles that give, to a good approximation, 

p = 1, universality and absence of FCNC. This is satisfied in models with global 

SU(2) symmetry and W-dominance. 

. 3 . THE SCALE OF NEW PHYSICS 

As in our framework we assume that 527(2) in not a local symmetry, the 

theory is nonrenormalizabie. Thus, the general framework of global SU(2) sym

metry and (^-dominance has to be taken as a low-energy effective description. 

We assume the existence of new physics at a high energy scale A (A > Mw)-

In particular, we assume that there are no vector-boson triplets, other than the 

known W, with a mass below A. 
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At energies below A the new principles allow two kinds of deviations from 

the SM predictions: 

a. New terms of dimension > 4, suppressed by inverse powers of A. These 

terms are model-dependent. Therefore we do not study their effects here 

(see e.g. ref. [11] for such a study). 

b. W-dominance is not expected to be exact but only a good approximation at 

an energy scale ~ MW- Thus, we study the If-dominance approximation 

with first-order deviations of 0(6) = O ( ^ t ) P | (p is an unknown power, 

p > 0 ) . 

The SM (with a very heavy Higgs) and the framework of global SU(2) and 

W-dominance become identical when the scale A is taken to infinity. However, 

the closer A gets to Mw, the worse the W-dominance approximation becomes, 

and we get larger and larger deviations from the SM. 

If A is very large then (a) we have difficulties to explain why Mw <£ A, and 

(b) in the absence of Higgs, unitarity is violated at yfs ~ 2 TeV, even when all 

the couplings are chosen in such a way as to respect unitarity up to the highest 

scale possible. We are therefore led to expect A < a few TeV. 

To put a lower limit on A we need to give p a specific value. To do that, 

we assume that corrections to the zeroth-order W-dominance come from the 

contributions of additional vector-boson triplets [4,5] Wi^i (we now denote the 

known low-lying W as W\) with masses Mwi0l > A. If we assume that the 

residues at the Wiyi poles in the different diagrams are of the same order of 

magnitude as the residue at the Wi pole or less, we get 

where Aj is the mixing of W? with the primordial photon and j,a» is the coupling 
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of Wi to fermions of flavors a and 6. The ^-dominance assumption gives 

^2 *i8iai = tbab- (13) 

With eq. (12) we conclude that the maximal possible first-order correction cor

responds to p = 2: 

9lab = gSai + O &y (14) 

The effects of such a deviation from the SM prediction (eq. (2)) on universality 

and FCNC were studied in ref. [5]. It was found that the strongest constraint 

conies from mass differences in the neutral /f-meson and Z>-meson systems: 

6 < 4 x 10"3 =*• A > 1.2 TeV (15) 

Consequently, the scale A should be around 1 —2 TeV. 

Thus, we study models based on 

(1) Global SU(2) symmetry, explicitly broken by electromagnetism. 

(2) Approximate (^-dominance, with effects of 0(6) < O (^fc) • 

(3) New Physics at A ~ 1 TeV. 

.4. VECTOR-BOSON SELF-INTERACTIONS (VBSl) 

Is it conceivable that the W-dominance approximation should be applied to 

fermionic interactions but not to VBSI? If we take specific models, where the 

W-boeon as well as quarks and leptons are bound states of some preons, we 

are usually led to conclude that the same dynamical rules should apply to both 

sectors, as they result from one kind of a confining interaction. However, we 

would like to give model-independent arguments that W-dominance should hold 

for VBSI. 
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The moet general Lagrangianfor VBSI, which is invariant under global 5/7(2) 

(except for electromagnetic interactions) and U{1)EM, and with no P or C vio

lation by electromagnetic interactions is [9]: 

Lsi = -hwllv • (W x W) - h(WV x W„) • (W x W) 
2 4 (16) 

~g(W„ • WV)(W • W) + iutfaW**W— 

There are four independent couplings in eq. (16). We define four independent 

combinations of these couplings: 

r\ = g - g 

T2 = (CK — if sin $w)/ cos $w 
.2 i ( 1 7 ) 

r3 = r - g 

U=ig 

Another combination that appears in our calculations is r5 = (r2)2 + r3. 

The SM prediction, which results from the gauge invariance, is r, = 0 for all 

i. Once these couplings differ from their SM value, we have divergent one-loop 

corrections to M^, M§ and p. The leading one-loop contributions are [7]: 

Hz* _ 3 / 14 \ A* 

ni -i28^ r 2 r 3 + y r v j i ^ 
Iww J / , J 4 , , \ A4

 / t o . 

MT = i28^r 2 r 3 + T r < + r ' J ]^ (18) 

« _n»y»v Rzz _ 3rj A4 

P Af& M | 1 2 8 * * ^ 

The scale A serves here a cut-off on the loop-momentum. For an arbitrarily large 

A, eq. (18) implies that r2 and (r3 — |r4) should vanish. 

The scattering of longitudinal vector-bosons may lead to violation of tree 

level unitarity [12]. For various scattering processes we find the following leading 
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terms [13]: 

A{ZLZL - ZLZL) = ^ - [|r4 + ir4cosstf] 

A(ZLZL - WLWL) = j g - [|r3 - Jr4 - ±r3cos**] 

'V ' " J (18) 

x [(ih - r«)+ (-! r s +H«"' - (i rs+r«) e-,#] 
Thus, for an arbitrarily large s, tree level unitarity gives: 

r2 = 0 ; r3 = 0 ; r4 = 0 (20) 

but does not constrain n . 

Can we satisfy eq. (20) without local SU(2)L ® tf(l)y? / / we impose Me 

W-dominance principle on VBSI we reproduce the SM prediction: r< = 0 for all 

i. This is a result of the following relations, coming from If-dominance: 

g\ = e ; gX = e»c ; |A2 = e2 ; jrA4 = 0 (21) 

We note that W-dominance gives four relations, whereas tree-level unitarity and 

vector-boeou mass corrections require only three of them to be fulfilled. However, 

we can think of no reason why W-dominance should be valid for only part of the 

VBSI. 

We argued earlier that the scale of new physics is not arbitrarily large but 

should be of order 1 TeV. Also, the values of Af|, Af{j, and p, although consistent 

with the SM predictions, still have experimental errors [14]. Thus, we should 

modify our requirements: 

a. The one-loop corrections to Af|, Mfr, and p with a momentum cut-off at 

1 TeV should not exceed the experimentally allowed deviations from the 

SM values. 
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6. Tree-level unitarity should not be viMated below 1 TeV. 

With these two requirements and using eqs. (18) and (19), we find the fol

lowing bounds: 

|r2| <1.2 X 10"2 

|r3| <6.5 x 10"3 (22) 

|r4| <2.7 x 10"3 

The allowed deviations from zeroth-order W-dominance are o/O(10 - 2) or less. 

Are such values consistent with theoretical expectations? Within a generic 

model with several vector-boson triplets Wi, the trilinear self-interaction terms 

are 

-\ktkWtf, • (Wf x Wn + ieKijf^WfWf (23) 

Under the assumption that the residues at the Wj/i poles in the different dia

grams are of the same order of magnitude as the residue at the Wi pole or less 

we get 

Aitfm ' Aijm - \MWi) 

The W-dominance approximation gives the following relations: 

Y^xi9i3h = e6its ; ^Aiffyt = e*:,* (25) 
3 ' 

When the inequality (24) is saturated, we get 

* • — { 1 + 0 [ ( T ) 1 } ; "» = 1+°[(T)'] « 
Thus we expect both ri and r^ to be of 0 (*fe) or less, which is consistent 

(for A ~ 1 TeV) with \n\ < 10~2. 
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. 5 . FUTURE EXPERIMENTS 

Future accelerators will allow us to observe processes where the trilinear 

vector-boson self-couplings contribute at tree level. 

With LEP-200, we will observe 

e+e" — W+W~ (27) 

which gives a direct measurement of g and K. A very detailed analysis of all 

aspects of this process is given in ref. [8]. In ref. [9] one can find an analysis 

of this process with the parameters of the Lagrangian of eq. (16) (with no W-

dominance assumption). Although we expect a few thousands clean events per 

year, we will be able to measure g at the 10 percent accuracy level only. The 

experiment is even less sensitive to the K-value due to cancellations between Z 

and 7 contributions. Only deviations of (K — 1) = O(l) will be observable. 

In the Tevatron we will observe pp —» WyX. At the quark level we have 

ud->W+7 (28) 

which gives a direct measurement of K. This process has the interesting aspect of 

angular zeros, if all couplings have the SM values. Once they differ from the SM 

values, the zeros disappear and instead there is a dip in the angular distribution. 

It is this special property that makes the process more sensitive to anomalous 

VBSI than all other vector-boson pair-production processes in this experiment. 

A recent and detailed study of the effects of anomalous K can be found in ref. 

[10]. The effects have to be disentangled from QCD corrections, and from the 

smearing of the quarks momenta in pp collisions. It seems, again, that only 

deviations of (K — 1) = O(l) will be observable. 

To conclude: near-future experiments will measure g at the 10 percent accu

racy level and K at the 100 percent accuracy level. However, present constraints 
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imply that they are different from the SM values by no more than 1 percent. 

Thus, we will probably not be able to observe these deviations from the 5M 

predictions. 

.6. CONCLUSIONS 

In the LEP-200 and Tevatron experiments, trilinear vector-boson self-couplings 

will be directly measured. In the SM, all vector-boson self-couplings are related 

by the gauge invariance to their coupling to fermions. We looked for other models, 

where vector-boson self-couplings may differ from their SM values. 

We find that consistency with present experimental results requires that mod

els with no SU(2)L ® U(1)Y gauge invariance should have a global 51/(2) sym

metry and obey W-dominance. These principles should be imposed on both the 

fermionic interactions and the vector-boson self-interactions. 

The W-dominance is only an approximation. At energy scales above 1 

TeV there should be some new physics. Below that, deviations from exact W-

dominance are expected. We find that experimental results and unitarity imply 

that the effects should be of order 10~2 or less. This is consistent with several 

theoretical assumptions that imply that the effects are of O ( ^ E ) or less. 

Thus, effects of approximate W-dominance, higher-dimension terms from new 

physics and, in particular, radiative corrections to the SM tree-level predictions 

are all of the same order of magnitude. In order to observe such effects in LEP-

200 or Tevatron, these experiments should measure vector-boson self-couplings 

ô an accuracy of one percent or less. As the expected level of accuracy is, at 

best, ten percent, we conclude: 

Present constraints on models where there is no local SV(1) symmetry are so 

stringent, that near future experiments, where vector-boson self-interactions will 

be dii sctly measured, will not enable us to differentiate between these models 

and the SM. 
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